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Our modem society is highly concerned with the emotional
development of its citizens from infancy to old age. Because of this
concern, a wealth of research has been done on emotions. When emotions
are studied, one is usually concerned with strong primary ones. The
best examples are fear, rage and love.*
Emotional problems are evident in persons of all ages but the
adolescent, who while in the process of growing up from childhood to
adulthood, has tendencies to have more emotional problems at this stage
than at any other time in his life. Many adult problems are carryovers
from the adolescent period. When adolescents are confronted with a
situation to which they cannot adjust, when they suffer from tension
and frustration, they show emotional reactions, some of which may be
outside the bounds of normality.^ Some of these problems may become
extremely abnormal and require professional treatment but most of
these problems can be handled with simple therapy by anyone who
possesses love for and understanding of these young people.3
Professional aid would come from those persons trained in the
area of psychology, whose major purpose is the treatment and study of
*Harold Schlosbery, "Emotion/' Collier's Encyclopedia. IX (1962),
127.
^Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (4th ed. rev.; New York:
Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1954), p. 226.
^Richard L. Darling, "Mental Hygiene and Books," Wilson Library
Bulletin. XXXII (December, 1957), 293.
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the traits, feelings, actions and attributes collectively of the mind.
Some other groups that frequently provide aid for minor emotional
problems of young people are clergymen, teachers and librarians. These
groups help young people with their problems through the use of different
techniques and devices. Librarians' major devices are books in working
with emotionally disturbed adolescents.^
Books can be very important in the role of solving emotional
problems of adolescents. They provide for emotionally disturbed readers,
images of their own maladjustments. Therefore, by recognition of their
problems, they are able to gain solutions to their individual problems.2
Providing books for young people to help them understand the
society in which they live is a popular concept for research among
people who are interested in bringing together books and young people.
A recent master's thesis analyzes the portrayal of social classes in
the United States in selected fiction titles.3 The author shows how
people of each social class and their way of living can be found in
fiction titles, thus enabling young people to recognize their own
socioeconomic status.
A survey of literature concerned with bibliotheraphy reveals
several techniques in which the reading of books may be of essential
1lbid.
2lbid.
3Lois Rebecca Gregory, "An Analysis of the Portrayal of Social
Classes in the United States in Selected Fiction Published for Young
Adult Readers Since World War I," (unpublished Master's thesis, Library
School, Atlanta University, 1964).
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aid in treating the problems of young people. Kircher sums them up
very well:
(1) The child reads , a book in which the hero or
heroine suffers from trials very closely allied to
the present problem of the child. In so doing he
lives out the hero's emotions and abreasts his own,
that is to say, he gives vent to his pent up effective
life and obtains in this way a certain amount of
psychological relief. (2) The child gleans general
principles governing conduct, ideals, and attitudes of
mind which enable him to see his own difficulties fxom
a wholesome point of view and so to manage himself more
in accordance with the dictates of reason.1
Kircher's techniques coincide with several other writers on
this subject in that her major objective is that of self-identification
within books in order to reach solutions. However, Darling also
advocates a technique of "preventive bibliotheraphy" that is providing
innoculation to adolescents by supplying problem-solving books to them
before the problem occurs.2
The best class of book for this type of theraphy is fiction
written especially for young people. Many authors who write for this
age group center their themes around the most prevalent emotional
problems of this age group.3
Purpose and Scope
Since it is evident that books are being used for guidance in
emotional problems of young people, the purpose of this study is to
analyze certain aspects of 21 fiction titles to point out how they may
1Clara J. Kircher, Character Formation Through Books. (Washington,
D. C.: Catholic University of America Press, 1944),
^Darling, op. cit.. p; 294.
3lbid.
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be of value in solving or aiding these problems. This study is
intended to be useful to high school teachers, counselors, and librarians
who have the opportunities of working directly with adolescents.
An adolescent will have at least a dozen problems; many will
have 30 or 40, of which, however, only two or three are basic, the
rest being pyramided on top of the fundamental ones.* Because of the
numerous problems encountered by adolescents, four of the most prevalent
kinds have been selected for use in this study. These are the problems
of: (1) family life, (2) acceptance and rejection, (3) economic
differences, and (4) adjustment to new places and situations. This study
will emphasize minor maladjustments that stem from each of these four
major kinds of adolescent emotional problems and how fiction titles
illustrate these problems and possible solutions for adolescent readers.
Methodology
2
Reading Ladders for Human Relations. Basic Book Collection for
High School8.3 and Standard Catalog for High School Libraries^ were
checked for fiction titles treating the selected problems for this study
that were published between 1945 and 1960. Six books were selected to
*Cole, op. cit.. p. 247.
^Margaret M. Heaton, Reading Ladders for Human Relations
(Rev. and enl. ed.; Washington, D. C.: American Council on Education,
1955).
^Baslc Book Collection for High Schools (6th ed.: Chicago:
American Library Association, 1960).
^Standard Catalog for High School Libraries (8th ed.; New York:
H. W. Wilson Company, 1962).
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represent each of the problems. These books were selected on the
recommendation of these selection aids and their availability to the
writer (see Appendix).
In order to determine the validity of the treatment of
emotional problems as portrayed in fiction titles; these problems are
discussed as to their occurrence in the lives of adolescents. These
discussions m«e based on surveys of other studies where interviews,
observations and extensive research have been conducted to point out
these emotional instabilities as found in adolescents.
Several psychology books and periodicals were surveyed to secure
factual information about adolescent emotional problems. From this
survey checklists were devised to illustrate the treatment of the
problems of family life, the problems of acceptance and rejection, the
problems of adjustment to new places and situations in the books selected
for this study. The items included in these checklists are discussed in
Chapter 2 and the factual information from which they were derived. Each
selected title is discussed as to the problems that are treated in itv .
Chapter 3 contains excerpts taken directly from the selected
titles illustrating the presence of these problems. This was done to
determine their factual value and the extent of treatment given the
problems with which each book deals. Checklists are also included to
point out the treatment of existing problems in each examined title.
CHAPTER II
FACTUAL INFORMATION OF ADOLESCENT
EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS
Adolescence is often referred to as a time of strong emotional
1
stresses and strain. The adolescent has tendencies to have various
expressions of different emotions from one moment to the next. He may
feel that all is well one moment and the next moment he may feel that the
world is against him.
Some people have though that the physical changes that occur
during adolescence are the prime cause of these emotional instabilities.
However, it is also entirely possible that these rapid changes in feelings
are due to the conflicts that an adolescent meets in achieving his inde¬
pendent status in life. This is why it is so important for adolescents
to know that most boys and girls their age are experiencing some of the
2
same problems.
Librarians and others who may have the opportunity to present
therapeutic reading to emotionally maladjusted young people must bear in
mind that in addition to their use for reading for diversion and entertain¬
ment, books may be given to develop Interests outside himself, and to help
him understand his specific problem. Bibliotheraphy does not provide the
solution for every emotional problem or personality defect; however, like
tuberculosis, emotional insecurity and disturbances can be treated so
much more effectively with so much less specialized help in the early
1Herbert Sorenson and Marguerite Malm, Psychology for Living
(New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1948), p. 99.
2Ibid.
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stages.1 Bibliotheraphy seems to be regarded as useful mainly on a
preventive level or on a level where the problems are not deep-seated
ones.^
Problems of Family Life
The vast contributions that the home and family make to adjust¬
ment will be apparent in a study emphasizing problems of adolescents.
Since the family is the primary society for an individual, the pattern
for relationship with others is set by the family. Anything that occurs
within the family to cause a child to feel unloved, neglected or different
from others will tend to make him suffer from emotional conflict and
emotional illness.3 .Family patterns may vary according to religious
attitudes, morals, social customs, financial status, expectations of
its members and other factors that influence family life.
Religious attitudes can be the most influential factor in family
patterns. However, many modem families do little about formal spiritual
training of children, tending to turn that responsibility over to the
church if they give it any attention at all. Family worship is no
longer wide-spread. Many so-called "modem" families find themselves
embarrassed and awkward at any mention of God or of cosmic or mystical
^Darrell J. Mose, "Emotional Insecure and Disturbed Children,"
Childhood Educationj XXXII (January, 1956), 219.
^Board of Education of the City of New York, The Emotional
Disturbed Child: A Bibliography (New York: Board of Education of the
City of New York, 1963), p. 15.
^Katherine E. D'Evelyn, Meeting Children's Emotional Needs
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1957)< p. 173.
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forces.1- There are some families who adhere devoutly to their religious
belief's and make a special effort for their children to receive rigid
religious training, Problems occur within adolescents when their lives
come into conflict with their religious training or lack of religious
training.2
The moral training of a child may be shared with the family by
other social institutions. The family, however, has the major role of
setting standards for the child's ideas of honesty, rights and privileges
of others and self-control.3 Subsequently, a child who has had no reason
to honor truth and rights of others or one who comes from a family that
honors truth and has high regard* for the rights of others, encounters
emotional conflicts when his morals are tested outside his family group.
Knowledge of these family differences provide background for any person
providing books for young people who have encountered emotional instability
because of family patterns.
These are important questions to be answered in books prescribed
for therap$r:
1. How did the character in the story prove he was ready to
accept greater responsibility?
2. Did he show any signs of fearing to take the next step?
3. What mistakes did he make? Why?
4. How did he learn from them?
^Marian E. Breckenridge and E. Lee Vincent, Child Development
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1955), p. 173.
2Heaton, op. cit., pp. 42-43.
^Breckenbridge, op. cit.
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5. How did elders in the story try to help younger
characters grow up?
6. Do any elders sees to stand in the way?
7. How do the young people help each other?
8. What are the basic problems of family life that are
shown in this story?!
A checklist is used in this study for evaluating the treatment
of the emotional problems that stem from family life. This checklist is
limited in that it is presented only as a guide for evaluating prescribed
books. It is concerned with the following items: (1) parents,
(2) parental criticism, (3) parental pressure, (4) siblings, (5)
quarreling parents, (6) ashamed of home, (7) broken home, (8) religion,
and (9) other relatives (see Table 1).
Titles selected for the treatment of these problems were:
Ready or Wot. Stepsister Sally. Going on Sixteen. The People Upstairs.
Divided Heart and Only Child.
Ready or Not is the story of the struggles of a family after the
death of the mother and how the older daughter takes on the mother's
responsibilities. The problems treated in this book are: parents,
siblings, other relatives, broken home and religion. The problems of
parents, siblings and religion are given fair treatment in that they stem
from the major treated problem. The problem of other relatives is vividly
portrayed in that it shows how the needs of two generations are in con¬
flict. The major problem treated is that of a broken home which depicts
Morgan's conflicts in taking on the role of a mother.
1Ibid., p. 393.
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Stepsister Sally is the story of a young girl whose father flurries
a ready»made family after the death of her Bother and how Sally and her
new family adjust to each other. The problens treated here are broken
hone, parental pressure, parental criticisa and siblings. Broken home
is only indicated in the beginning of the book as the reason for Sally's
father to remarry after the death of her mother. Parental pressure and
parental criticisa are treated as a means of adjustment for Sally and
her new sister and brothers. Siblings is the major problem in the
story and is given excellent treatment in that it provides a solution to
the conflict between Sally and her stepsister.
Going on Sixteen tells of fifteen-year-old Julie who is mother¬
less and lives with her father on a farm. The problems treated in the
story are parents, ashamed of home, parental criticism and broken home.
Julie has a problem with her father in that he does not understand the
needs of a teen-age daughter and oftea criticizes her for her daydreaming.
Julie is ashamed of the farmhouse to which her father barely pays any
attention because his major interests are the crops and the thoroughbred
puppies which he raises. The problem of a broken home is evident in that
Sally longs for the guidance of a mother to help in achieving her goal
as an artist.
The People Upstairs is the story of a fatherless family who lives
with a grandfather. The problems treated in the story are parents,
parental criticism, other relatives and broken home. Judy feels that
her mother is inconsiderate in that she wants her to wear other people's
discarded clothing and take music lesson when she would prefer elocution
11
lessons. Her mother criticizes her for some of her actions. Judy and
her brothers are in constant conflict with their grandfather because he
has a dictatorial attitude about the family since they are living in
his house. Broken home Is evident as a problem in that their mother has
had to go to work since the death of their father and spends little
time with her family.
Divided Heart is a story of teen-age Julie who has mixed
emotions about her parents who are ending their marriage by divorce. The
problems treated in this book are parental criticism, quarreling
parents and broken homes. Julie is often criticized by her mother
for not growing up and accepting reality and she becomes frustrated
because of the constant quarreling between her parents. Julie learns
that neither parent is right or wrong and she loves them both in spite
of their shortcomings. She learns to accept the fact that she and her
mother must make a life for themselves without her-Bather.
Only Child is the story of teen-age Owen, an only child who has
to accept two orphaned cousins in her home as sisters. She has her own
friends and way of life with her parents, therefore, she resents these
two intruders. She encounters problems for the first time with her
parents because they must share their love and attention with the cousins
and often criticizes Gwen's selfishness toward the orphaned cousins.
Gwen becomes jealous of the girls' popularity with her parents and friends,
but the problems are solved by Gwen learning to accept the girls as her
sisters and no longer having the selfishness of an only child.
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Problems of Acceptance and Rejection
This part of the study is concerned with experiences of
acceptance and rejection which are particularly important to young
people who are seeking to be accepted by their peers. Rejection is
often the cause of emotional problems, therefore, some factors will be
explored from which rejection often stems. Many times membership in a
certain racial, religious or cultural group is a reason for being
rejected. It may be concluded that one of the primary reasons for
rejection is prejudice. Children learn early the difference in people
according to race, creed and color. Tolerance or intolerance of these
differences has been often formed by the time the child has reached the
adolescent stage.
Intolerance of one group of people for another is as old as
written history, but several recent developments have tended to create
new tensions between groups and to reawaken old ones. World War 11
intensified antagonisms tremendously because the need for millions of
workers brought together people of all races and national extractions
without providing instructions in how to get along together.* More
recent developments are the United States Supreme Court ruling of 1954
and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, bringing together different races of
people in schools, housing and employment.
This means that our modern adolescents will be subjected to
emotional problems arriving from rejections such as complete withdrawal
or excessive boasting in larger numbers than ever before. Books dealing
with these problems are very important in that they reveal the feeling
*Cole, op. cit.. p. 416.
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of inadequacy and loneliness common to all people. Young people reading
these books need to recognize their own compensation when they are left
out. They need also to learn to read of the reactions of other people
so as to understand what inner feelings of insecurity or loneliness others
may be expressing.1 Prescribed books for the problem of acceptance and
rejection should answer the following questions:
1. Were there any characters in this story who felt left out?
Under what circumstances?
2. What did the person want that he could not have?
3. Was some personal inadequacy the reason for being left out?
4. Was membership in a certain racial, religious or cultural
group the reason for rejection?
5. Did a stereotype limit people's ability to know the person as
he was?
6. How did the person show that he wanted only to withdraw?
7. Was there any behavior like boasting or bragging to gain
approval?
8. Are there any signs that this person tried to learn to do
things that would give him group approval?2
The checklist items for evaluating the value of books used for
problems of acceptance and rejection are: (1) lack of friends, (2)
racial prejudices, (3) social inequalities, (4) social adjustment,
(5) intolerance, (6) personal appearance, and (7) withdrawal (see Table 2).
Titles selected for the treatment of these problems were: The
Barred Road. Call Me Charley. Ride Out the Storm. Turn in the Road. Mary
Jane and The Janitor's Girl.
The Barred Road is the story of Sue's family moving to a new town
1Heaton, op. cit.. p. 172.
2lbid..pp. 173-174.
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and how Sue is rejected by the crowd at school. The problems treated
in the story are: lack of friends, racial prejudices, social inequality
and social adjustment. The problem of the lack of friends is evident
in that Sue is not asked to participate in any group activities. She
discovers that the reason for this rejection is because she has become
friendly with a Negro girl and the white students have never included
Negro students in any school activities. Sue is determined to make
adjustments in her new school and in doing so she causes the attitude of
the entire student body to change toward Negro students.
Call Me Charley is a vivid portrayal of being the only Negro in
a school and community. The problems treated are lack of friends,
racial prejudices, social inequalities and withdrawal. Charley has only
one friend because other boys refuse to become friendly with a Negro. He
is discriminated against by his teachers and other adults and is not allowed
to participate in extra school activities and can not use public facilities.
As a result of these rejections Charley withdraws from his one friend and
family. His problems are finally solved by the aid of some understanding
adults in his community.
Ride Out the Storm is the story of Lisbeth's experiences in a
boarding school. The problems treated are: lack of friends, intolerance,
personal appearance, and withdrawal. Lisbeth is unable to make friends
because she has not been around girls her age before and she refuses to
tolerate any ideas and beliefs that are contrary to her own. Lisbeth
becomes conscious of her personal appearance and does not want to be
considered outlandish because she has lived her entire life in Alaska.
Upon realizing that she is not being accepted by her peers, Lisbeth
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withdraws completely and gives the impression that she does not desire
to belong. Lisbeth finally realizes that being different can be an
asset in finding friends and that one must be willing to offer friendliness
in exchange for friendship.
Turn in the Road depicts the struggle of two teen-agers to gain
acceptance in a new community after having moved from Shanty Row. The
problems treated are lack of friends, social inequalities, social
adjustment, intolerance, personal appearance and withdrawal. Isabel and
"Silly" had no friends at school because they were considered as "shanty
kids" and were striving to be accepted by the school crowd now that they
had moved to a decent community. Consequently, their peers and the
parents of their peers were not ready to accept them because they felt
that they had brought their low taste with them. Isabel struggled to
solve the problems by giving attention to her personal appearance, ignoring
ridicules and observing the mannerism of the crowd. "Silly" refused to
be ridiculed and withdrew to his old "shanty crowd". The problems were
solved when Isabel and "Silly" worked together to override the rejections
and won acceptance by their peers.
Mary Jane portrays the struggles of a Southern Negro girl who is
one of the two selected Negroes to attend a newly integrated school. The
problems treated are: lack of friends, racial prejudices, social
inequalities, intolerance and withdrawal. Mary Jane experiences social
inequality when she and her mother shop for a new wardrobe and is unable
to have lunch in the downtown restaurants. In her new school she has no
^rtends and her old friends have deserted her because of her new school
experiences. The students reveal their prejudices by calling Mary Jane
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degrading names and refusing to sit beside her in class. At first she
resents her schoolmates, but slowly she is able to gain good relationship
with her fellow students through a compatible interest.
The Janitor*s Girl is the story of Sue’s family moving to a large
new apartment building when her father was given the job of building
superintendent. The problems treated are: lack of friends, social
inequality and intolerance. Although, Sue is eager to make new friends,
she soon discovers that all of the young tenants do not desire to be
known as a friend of the janitor's girl. She is not invited to partici¬
pate in any of the social activities shared by the young tenants. This
rejection teaches Sue to accept the friendship of a girl for whom she
had only shown intolerance before because of the girl's foreign background.
This relationship leads to the friendship of all the girls in the apartment
building.
Problems of Economic Differences
Living in an age when so much stress is placed on material things,
it is no wonder that emotional instability will be prevalent among
individuals in our society. This is especially true among adolescents
who are partially or wholly dependent on their parents to provide for
them the material things of life. Children can get their first ideas
about economic differences in American life when they look at the
disparity between their desires for things and the satisfaction of those
desires.*
It is for this reason that young people should be exposed to reading
that would provide an understanding of socioeconomic levels. It is well
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to observe the bitter frustration and handicaps to personal growth
and achievement when expectations fostered in individuals are greater
than the possible realization. These frustrations can stem from poor
housing conditions, inadequate clothing, lack of luxuries, meager food
and other expectations.
Prescribed books for adolescents suffering from experiences of
economic differences should describe ways of life with which they can
identify themselves and also comparative situations so that they can
understand the differences. Books of this kind should answer the
questions: What hardships were encountered because of economic differences?
Is there a reasonable solution to the problem? The checklist items to
be used for evaluation of books to see if they vividly portray economic
differences are: (1) inadequate housing, (2) inadequate clothing, (3)
lack of luxuries, (4) inadequate diet, (5) part-time jobs, and (6) ether
deprivations (see Table 3).
Titles selected for the treatment of these problems were: Ready
or Not. Neighbors Needn't Know. Blue Willow. Knock at the Door. Emmy.
Pancakes—Paris and Like a Lady.
Ready or Not was discussed as one of the books used to depict
problems of family life. It is used here because of the father's low
income he is unable to adequately provide for his motherless children.
The problems of economic difference treated in the story are: inadequate
housing, Inadequate clothing, lack of luxuries, part-time job and other
deprivations. The family is constantly moving to lower rental districts
with inadequate facilities and dreary surroundings. Their father's
income does not allow for sufficient clothing or any material things that
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are not absolute necessities. To solve some of their problems Morgan
takes a job to supplement the family income and materializes her ambition
for a trained skill when an understanding neighbor encourages her to
attend night classes.
Neighbors Needn't Know is the story of a family's struggle for
economic survival because of a lazy and irresponsible father. The
problems treated are: inadequate housing, inadequate clothing, Inadequate
diet, lack of luxuries and part-time job. These problems are solved
when the teen-agers in the family take jobs to supplement the family
income and force their father to find a permanent job.
Blue Willow is the story of the Larkin family and their migration
from place to place wherever there are crops to be harvested. The
problems treated are: inadequate housing, inadequate clothing, inadequate
diet and other deprivations. Janey Larkin longed for a permanent decent
home. Her dream is realized when her treasured possession, the blue willow
plate, brings forth a well paying job for her father.
Knock at the Door. Emmy is the story of a girl who is forever
knocking on the door of opportunities. This is necessary because Emmy's
family migrates from place to place living in a tent and making and peddling
baskets. Emmy is deprived of many material things but she always manages
to attend school wherever her family stops. The problems treated are
inadequate housing, inadequate clothing, lack of luxuries, part-time job
and other deprivations. Emmy's dream for a normal life is realized when
she receives a college scholarship.
Pancakes--Paris is the story of a hungry post-war French boy who
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befriends two American soldiers and receives a box of pancakes In
return for the favor. It Illustrates the poverty of children abroad.
The problems treated are: Inadequate housing, Inadequate clothing,
Inadequate diet and other deprivations. There is no definite solution
to the problems shown in the book but the French boy shows courage and
dignity in confronting his problems.
Like A Lady is the story of a fatherless family whose meager
support is provided by the mother. The problems treated are inadequate
clothing, lack of luxuries, part-time jobs and other deprivations.
Johanna, the older daughter shows courage in facing these economic
problems and learns to accept her family's economic status.
Problems of Adjustment to New
Places and Situations
There was a time when a person spent his entire life in the
place of his birth surrounded by relatives and life-time acquaintances.
Many advancements in our society compel a person to move several times in
a life-time and many young people may encounter several moves to new
places before reaching adulthood. This necessitates courage and ability
to find friends and to give friendship in new situations.
Problems of adjustment to new places and situations are mostly
encountered by newcomers who are considered as outsiders. This is
particularly true of persons who are immigrants or in-migrants. Then
there is another group of people known as "rooted" people--those who have
lived in little pockets or islands in the mountains and valleys of New
England or the South and those who have devoted themselves to one occupation
and way of life for more than a generation.1 They may be forced into new
1Ibid., p. 114
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situations by industrial or governmental developments. Then there
are times when families may encounter sudden physical handicaps of
members which may demand that adjustments be made by the family for
the handicapped victim's well being.
Mew situations force change in people--their way of doing things,
their values, their feelings, and their relationships to other people.1
Books provided for these problems should show: What adjustments had to
be made? Why? How were they made? Doe s the character or characters
do all the adjusting or do they have outside help? The following factors
will be used to evaluate the treatment of these problems in the selected
books for study: (1) migration, (2) newcomer, (3) new ways of life,
(4) sudden handicaps, (5) language barrier, (6) social customs (see
Table 4).
Titles selected for the treatment of these problems were: Ride
Out the Storm. Knock at the Door. Emmy. Carol from the Country. A Dream
of Her Own. Skid, and The Wonderful Year.
Ride Out the Storm has been used as a title treating the problems
of acceptance and rejection. It is applicable to these problems in that
Lisbeth has been reared in Alaska and her boarding school experience
represents a new way of life and different social customs. Lisbeth's
adjustment is a painful one but she succeeds in doing it very well.
Knock at the Door. Emmy treats the problems of economic differences.
It is used here because of the many adjustments that Emmy must make at
each stop of her migratory journey. The problems treated in this story
are: migration, language barrier and social customs.
p. 115
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Carol from the Country is the story of a family who moves from
the country to New York City. Carol is unhappy about leaving her home
and old friends. The problems treated are: migration, newcomer, new
way of life and language barrier. Carol soon learns to appreciate the
ways of city life and overcomes the problems of her adjustment.
A Dream of Her Own portrays the conflicts encountered by Robin
when the pattern of her life is changed by the marriage of her widowed
mother. Robin had a rebellious attitude toward the change and refuses
to adjust to her new father and home. The problems treated are: newcomer
and new way of life. The arrival of a new baby causes Carol to realize
that these adjustments are necessary.
Skid is the story of a Newgro boy who moves from Georgia to
Connecticut. He has attended a one-room school in Georgia and must make
adjustment to a large school in Connecticut. He is behind his classmates
and must make a special effort to keep up which he does with the aid of
his aunt. The problems treated are: newcomer, new way of life, language
barrier and social customs. Most of Skid's problems are solved when he
is proclaimed best actor in the annual school play by the local newspaper.
The Wonderful Year is the story of Ellen and the year she spends
on a Colorado farm where her father has been sent to regain his health.
The problems treated are: newcomer, new way of life, sudden handicap and
language barrier. Ellen is resentful when she has to leave her friends
to spend a whole year in a strange place. However, her many new experiences
and the process of growing up force her to forget her resentment.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF BOOKS TREATING EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS
The books that have been selected £or use in this study
represent one or nore of the prob leas selected for treatment. Each
selected book has been analyzed for the type or types of problems it
represents. This was done by taking excerpts directly from the book
in order to show the problems that are represented in it.
The treatment of emotional problems within these selected titles
was further determined by their ratings on checklists devised especially
for this study. The treatment of these titles was rated as excellent,
good, fair or poor. This was determined by the reality of the problems
within the book as they exist in the lives of real adolescents as found
in the factual information of adolescent emotional problems in Chapter 2.
Problems of Family Life
The six books treated and fragmentarily quoted in this section
are ones dealing with problems deriving from family life. Each title
was examined for problems relating to: parents, being ashamed of home,
parental pressure, parental criticism, quarreling parents, siblings,
other relatives, broken home and religion. Some of these problems
were represented in each book that was examined (see Table 1,.p. 29).
Divided Heart
Parental Criticism:
Julie signed gratefully. Her mother hand't said, you're
so big now, I'm surprised to hear you say--this or that or
whatever it was Julie had said, which lately seemed to be the
answer to almost anything.





And she began to hear his sleepy answer, "But what's
the hurry?" The words trickled through the wall.
That was the way it had to be, she used to think
when she was smaller. Parents always talked to each other
impatiently and frequently quarreled. Later on when she
becaa» friends with Anne..., she noticed with surprise that
Anne's parents never seemed to be quarreling and were never,
angry or impatient with each other.*
Broken Home:
"Divorce, did her mother say?" Divorce. How she hated
the word. It was for black bold headlines in the picture
newspaper and a word they had whispered when Marcia Gordon
had first come to their school. Her parents are divorced,
someone had told her. A cheap and coarse word. Divorce,
coarse. A coarse divorce. Her own family. Her own father.
Ready or Hot
Parents:
"Oh. You were. A party. And since when do you plan
things like this the minute my back is turned. What sort of
a family is this, where the daughters sneak around behind
people's backs planning parties? Well, miss, you can just
forget the whole thing, see? ...."
"You know, mom, sometimes I think he's crazy. Ho
really. One time it's all right for me to do something,
and another time he raises cain. 1 mean he didn't say a
word the night Morgan stayed here. And Betty did once. So
what's wrong with a party?"^
Siblings:
"Oh...mad. What's that got to do with it? Look, Ned,
I'm doing the best I can with you and Julie, but you just
can't do...put things over on me like this." She got up
and moved away from him. "Don't you understand? I'm not
a mother. 1 can't figure things out all the time. 1 can
1Ibid., p. 8-9.
2lbid.. pp. 158-159.
^Mary Stolz, Ready or Hot (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1953},
pp. 150-151.
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only trust you to do what 1 ask, what Pop asks. It's too
hard."l
Other Relatives:
"Hush," Betty looked at Morgan, then away. "1dn*t
care. Angie knew 1 wanted to go out tonight, but that
didn't bother her did it? Aa I supposed to stay home all
the time taking care of Gran? Don't 1 ever get to go out
or do anything? How would you like it?" She was breathing
quickly, squeezing her hands together.2
Broken Home:
Ned had been six when Sarah died, Julie ten, Morgan
thirteen. Julie and Ned wept and remained children,
Morgan wept and grew up, Dan pulled misery around him
like a protecting jacket...Sarah lost forever, ninety
dollars in the bank, no job, three children.3
Religion:
Dear Pop: ...1 know we don't talk much about things
in our family, but once in a while you and 1 talk a little
and 1 got the feeling it could be more if we were ever
alone. Like--I pray. I pray every night, and I have for
years, though 1 didn't tell anyone. And 1 always say God
Bless Mother. Now you know we aren't religious especially,
but praying helps me. It's an outlet.
Stepsister Sally
Parental Pressure and Sibling:
"1 want you to promise to invite Sally to go with you
and Mildred to the motion picture tomorrow after school."
"Oh, mother, why do 1 have to?" Sally heard the swish
of the dishtowel as Dorothy flapped it petulantly against






Helen F. Daringer, Stepsister Sally (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and World, 1952), p. 119.
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Parental Criticism:
MAs for the coat, if you are too snobbish to be seen
in company with a shabby coat, you're no daughter of mine.
It must be Mildred who is responsible for such cheap,
ill-bred notions. 1 thought you had more character, Dorothy
Broken Home:
After her mother's death, Father had sold their house.
Gran had brought Sally home with her to Westfield, because
a boarding house was no fit place for a small child, even
if her father had time to take care of her, which he hadn't,
busy as he was obliged to be all day long at the store.2
Siblings:
"I've brought you a new pupil, Miss Cole," Dorothy
told the teacher. "This is my stepsister, Sally Brown."
It may have been imagination on Sally's part, but
Dorothy's manner, or perhaps her intonation of the word,
seemed to imply that a stepsister is not a relative at
all--or at best, only a poor relative.3
Only Child
Parents:
....Gwen told herself that she hadn't really planned
it that way, but it would be easier to convince Day by
himself than if Mum was sitting there, not expressing dis¬
approval but not saying a word to help her along either.
Somehow, though she had never mentioned car to her, she
doubted whether mother would approve. Mothers were so
careful of their daughters.^
Parental Criticism and Sibling:
"GwenI" Her mother sounded shocked. "You aren't
jealous of Flip, are you?" Then her tone softened. "You,








than she needs--would you want Flip to have less?"1
Other Relatives:
He looked through the open door as if he hoped the girls
upstairs weren't hearing. "I'd like to do for my sister's
girls the same as I've always planned to do for you. Phillippa
and Rosamond must grow up here as daughters, and I'd like to
have you think of them as sisters, Gwen. Share and share alike.
Is that too hard?"
"Maybe it shouldn't be, Dad, though I don't know as anyone
could be that noble."2
Going on Sixteen
Parents:
"Dad, you know that poster 1 was doing? For the contest?"
Tom grunted affirmatively. He was rubbing his cold hands,
strugglng off his Mackinaw, not paying much attention.
"1 won the prize." Julie tried to say it modestly but
she couldn't help sounding proud. She took the envelope out
of her coat pocket and displayed the five-dollar bill. "See?"
The money awakened Tom's notice where her words hadn't.
"You won that? Good for you l"
He walked past her into the kitchen and picked up the mail
which Julie had brought from the R.F.D. box. Julie was disappointed
that her father wasn't more impressed.3
Ashamed of Home:
Then, as her father shifted position and made a gesture
toward the house, an uncomfortable thoughtswept Julie. Suppose
Dad should ask Mr. Lonsdale to come insidel It didn't seem to
concern him, as it did Julie. He'd be bound to take him straight
to the kitchen, because it was the only room on the first floor
that was decently warm, this time of year.
^bid.. p. 47.
2Ibid.. p. 32.
^Betty Cavanna, Going on Sixteen (Philadelphia: Westminister




"Do you realize, Julie, that there* s ice water flowing in
the brook this time of year?" Julie, rubbing her cold feet,
nodded. "One bad chill can kill a six-weeks-old puppy."
Tom snapped his fingers. "Kill him just like that." He
looked at his daughter closely. "After all my work, five
minutes' carelessness on your part...." He paused. "You've
got to cut out this daydreaming, girl. I've told you thatl"1
Broken Home:
"I've picked up a lot of ideas from mother," Connie said
depreciating her talents. "It's different for you, with only
a man around," she hesitated, disconcerted.
Julie smiled, though a trifle ruefully. "That's right.
It's hard sometimes without a woman in the house.
The People Upstairs
Parents:
"It*8 so unfair," she said out loud. "If she was an
ugly old stepmother, 1 would understand it, but for my own
good, kind anther to force me into wearing other people's
clothes and not even care how 1 fe«l--oh, a real mother
couldn't treat her own daugher as mean as that. Maybe
I'm not her daughter; maybe l*m not Judy McDonald at all;
maybe I was abandoned when 1 was a baby and I'm really
somebody else...."3
Parental Criticism:
"Why JudyI What's the matter with you?" Ma asked.
At the sight of Judy's scowl she had stopped rocking at
once. "1 thought you'd be pleased as pie. Most girls I
know would be overjoyed to get so many clothes at one time.
And you do need them badly. 1 was thinking only last night









....Upstairs seemed laid out expressly for the Ashleys
and their every need. Oh, why couldn41 Granp see that, of
all people only the Ashleys belonged1
But Granp didn't see it that way, and he firmly held
his ground. With a shiver, Judy remembered the storm of
protest that arose the morning after the Kanes had declared
their news, when she had announced at breakfast, her face
wreathed in smiles, that the Ashleys ought to move right in.
"Give me anything but actors and actresses/" Gramp had
said. "They're the flightiest, most unreliable crew in the
world. 1 won't have them"!
Broken Home:
The brisk October wind whirled a shower of fallen leaves
about their mother and flared out the ends of her old blue
coat. Ever since Dad had died, over a year ago, Ma had been
"on the job"--the same one she'd had before she wasmrrid.2
Problems of Acceptance and Rejection
The following books illustrate the emotional conflicts
suffered by young people when encountered by rejections. The titles
were examined for the treatment of the following problems: lack of
friends, racial prejudices, social inequality, social adjustment,
intolerance, personal appearance and withdrawal.(see Table 2, p. 36).
The Barred Road
Lack of Friends:
"Maybe you can buck the herd," he had said. "1 don't
want to buck the herd. 1 want to be like them, I want them
to like me." They liked her, he said and she knew that from
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Parents — XX — XXXX XXXX XXXX
Ashamedof home — — — --- XX —
Parental pressure — — XX — — —
Parental criticism XX XX XXX XXX XXX
Quarreling parents XXX — --- --- — —
Siblings — XX XXXX — — —
Other relatives — XXX — XXXX — XXXX
Broken home XXXX XXXX X --- XXX XXX
Religion — XX — --- --- —
Key: Excellent XXXX Good XXX Fair XX Poor X Not treated —
their liking would cool. It had already cooled.1
Racial Prejudices:
HMy advice is, Don't"
"Don’t what?" Sue was genuinely puzzled.
"Don’t walk with Beth Varley. Or any Negro fort that
aatter."
"I’• only telling you for your own good. It simply isn’t
done in Brookhaven. And not at Brookhaven High, either."2
1




Miss Durcos was looking in the supply closet for
some extra chalks. "I'm afraid." Her voice came a
bit muffled. "It'll have to be Mike's much as I dislike
the place."
"But why?" she demanded. "We'd really have time--"
Her superior wheeled then. "They wouldn't serve me
at the tea--room,' she said calmly, "if I went there.
Nor you either, if we were together."*
Social Adjustment:
....She heard the family argument, but with only half
an ear. She was thinking happily, in spite of the
Garritys. I'm glad we moved to Brookhaven. It's much
nicer than Warren. And I'm going to like it at High.
She liked it now. She fitted in. It was amazing how
quickly she had adjusted and found a place forerlf.2
Call Me Charley
Racial Prejudices:
....It's like the . real estate man told Father
when we looked at our house, before we bought it.
He said 'No niggers or Jews or dagos live in Arlington
Heights. It's *nly for Americans.' You see? Charley
doesn't really live here. He only stays at Doctor
Cunningham's house because his parents work there.
Lack of Friends:
"You have your parents and the whole community with
you. But what about Charley? He had just one friend
and from what you say, he doesn't have that friend now."4
Social Inequalities and Racial Prejudices:
"Sorry, boy, but here is what the pass is worth.








to the big sign over the pool. "Sorry, but that's the
pool's policy."*
Withdrawal:
"Charley, you got to go to school. What will Doctor
Cunningham say?"
"I made good grades and 1 studied hard for the school
play and I won that prize, but they don't want me. 1 won't
go back."2
Ride Out the Storm
Lack of Friends:
She had gained great popularity with the younger students,
but in her own class she had been elected to no office, and
she had not been included in any of the little groups the girls
fell into as they became better acquainted. Instead of growing
closer to the girls of South Hall, where she lived, she grew
farther away from them both in attitudes and interests.'*
Intolerance:
As the weeks passed, Lisbeth found that in spite of her
good resolutions she could not bring herself to share life with
girls at St. Anne's. Dorothy remained superior and bored with
her, and the others continued to make fun behind their backs of
the teachers and some of the girls.^
Personal Appearance:
Then she became aware of a girl only a year or two older
than herself, walking with two sleeky dressed women toward the
doors. The girl wore a gray squirrel coat and thin stockings.
She passed quite close, staring at Lisbeth with insolent, amused
eyes. For the first time Lisbeth became aware of her old
plaid skirt and her coat with the sleeves that were too short.
1Xbid., p. 117.
2lbid., p. 127.




For the first time in her life she felt uncouth. She could
not tell how, her dignity was shaken.1
Withdrawal:
As the days went by, she did her classwork, but without
interest and with only mediocre grades. She became as distant
and unbending as she had been during her first weeks in the
school, answering her teachers queries with impersonal politeness
and letting them believe that the flu had made her tired.
Turn in the Road
Lack of Friends:
“Quick, Isabel," called Georgia, "before somebody gets
this away from me. 'Desirable Corner,1 they say this is."
Isabel couldn't remember anybody saving anything for her
before, and at the friendly smiles she had a quick thought.
Was it because they had moved to a painted house? Or did
she dream that? Was it maybe her own fault that she had
always been lonely at school? Would they have been friendly
before if she had come halfway?-1
Social Inequality:
“That's it. She wouldn't let Janie go. She's been
doubtful about me, she said, seeing where I came from such
a short while before. But the Worthingtons had been decent
people once, and she thought--oh, I don't remember what she
thought. It doesn't matter."
“She was going to let Janie go she said, but--she
threw that but at me like a bomb--when she heard that I was
taking Janie--her Janie--to meet boys from that low settlement
up the Hamlin Road, then, then she knew whatever the Worthingtons
had been once, and no matter where they lived now, they had
taken their low tastes with them."^
1Ibid., p. 72.
2Ibid., p. 198.
^Marguerite Dickson, Turn in the Road (New York: Thomas Nelson




"Me?" blurted Isabel, unnerved by this new complication.
"1 don't go to parties. I can't dance, I don't know how
people act at such places. 1 wouldn't be any help, Curt."
"Where do you get that stuff?" said Georgia. "A lot of
them can't dance. There'll be games. I'm on the committee."
"Would you, Lizzie?" said Curt. "Probably we'd both
better learn how to act at parties. We could find out together.
I'm scared of my shadow."*-
Intolerance:
"You know, Silly, I think we weren't very smart about
people in Shanty Row. We just said they're not like us, and
never looked to see that they weren't like one another. All
we noticed were the horrid ones. We didn't even look at the
rest."2
Personal Appearance:
Isabel was instantly conscious of the sharp contrast between
her looks and Georgia's. Both were in dungarees and flannel
shirts, but everything about Georgia was crisp and fresh and
her brown hair was tidy under its blue band.
She was painfully conscious of the ripped pockets and
faded knees of her own dungarees, of her scoffed sneakers,
her untidy hair, which she hadn't looked at since morning.3
Withdrawal:
"Sure, shanty kids. And I'm still shanty, too. What
else can I be? What do I look like? Where can I go? Where
the other shanty kids go, if 1 want a welcome* Sometimes I
think I'll leave school and get a job on a lobster boat or
digging clams for the factory. What did you send me to high








Wilson was so bigt with so many stairways and halls and
a new wing and an old one, that she was afraid she'd never
learn her way around. Everyone else knew where to go. Everyone
else walked in twosomes and threesomes, with their friends.
Racial Prejudices:
Daddy squeezed her hand again. Heads up. Eyes front.
They were on the landing now, close to the door. A group of
boys were chanting, for all the world as if they were at a
football game:
"Two-four-six-eight
We ain't gonna itegrate."2
Social Inequality:
Mary Jane wondered if the "they" who were wearing knee
socks and straight skirts and shoulder-strap bags and dickies
this year were the same "they" who expected her to wear loud
colors. And was it also the same "they" who said that she
and Mamma couldn't eat in any of the Main Street restaurants
when they were-hungry?
Mary Jane and Mamma walked around the corner to the
parking lot. It was too far to go home, so they ate a picnic
lunch in the car.3
Intolerance:
A bell rang and Miss Rousseau started to assign seats.
Alphabetical order again, which put Douglas in the second row,
with a window on one side and a girl named Duncan on the other.
Only the girl named Duncan didn't sit down. Instead she
marched up to the teacher's desk and loudly announced, "My
mother said 1 wasn't to sit by her."A






After they carried all the packages up the stairs and
spread them out on Lou Ellen's bed, Mama looked them over
approvingly.




Saturday was the worst day of the week. On Sunday Sue's
family did things together but on Saturday each one had
something special to do. Steve delivered groceries. Laura
visited old friends in the Bronx or looked at clothes in the
department stores downtown. Jimmy went out with his new
friends. Before Rosalie started the club, Sue and Cathy had
always done things together on Saturday afternoon. Saturday
used to be the day Sue looked forward to ail week long. Now
she tried not to think about it.^
Social Inequality:
Again Sue realized that she had said the wrong thing.
Laura sat up in bed with a jerk. Her eyes were red and she
looked angrier than ever. Her cheeks were stained with tears.
"What if there are nice high-school boys in the building?
They won't want to date me. If we lived next door they probably
would, but not while the word Superintendent is on the door and
with Pop running up and down fixing leaks and gas jets and
everything. We're different now. You wait and see."-*
Intolerance:
"He's a good guy," Jimmy said, and Steve nodded.
Only Laura had different ideas. "Now our best friends will
be foreigners, who scrub floors, and their children, who can't
even talk English." She rose from her chair. "One day of being
the janitor's daughter sure had worn me out."^
*Ibid., p. 40.
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Lack of friends XXX XXX XXX XXXX XXX XX
Racial prejudices XXXX XXXX — — XXXX —
Social inequality XX XX --- XXX XXX XXX
Social adjustment XXX — — XXX — —
Intolerance — XXX XX XXXX XX
Personal
Appearance — — XX XXX XXX —
Withdrawal — XX XXX XXX — —
Key: Excellent XXXX Good XXX Fair XX Poor X Not treated —
Problems of Economic Differences
Books examined for this section are concerned with problems
deriving from the realization of economic differences. They have been
treated for the representation of the following problems: inadequate housing
inadequate clothing, inadequate diet, lack of luxuries, part-time jobs and




The Gilmans lived in a railroad flat, one room opening
on the next in a string of identical shapes. It saved the
builders three-and-a-half feet of hall space, and, if it
produced ugliness, that was nothing the builders brooded upon.
Inadequate Clothing:
"I wish I had a nice jacket," she said mournfully. "I’ll
just have to put on a sweater and wear my coat. A beautiful
red wool jacket would be so fine, and maybe a pair of fur
mittens, like Betty's. How could you get a boy to like you
if you went around dressed like something that had fallen off
the hanger?"2
Part-time Job:
A cafeteria, Morgan was thinking. It wasn't the sort of
job she'd thought of. She didn't actually know what she had
thought of, except in terms of alarm about finding it....
She didn't want to work in a cafeteria, but she didn't want
to work anywhere elseither.3
Another Deprivation:
They told you in school that all people were created
equal, but Med thoughtit didn't take much looking around to
discover it wasn't so. And it seemed sometimes that the
unequaler you were, the better things worked out. There were
kids a few blocks away so unequal they got sent to camp two
weeks in the summer.^
Neighbors Needn't Know
Inadequate Housing:
As for Nina, she was falling uncritcially in love with
him. She wished she could invite him home for dinner as other
girls did with their beaux, but she knew from long experience





that mama didn't want them to bring anyone home--the
neighbors needn't know how poor they were. She didn't want
Sam to know either and this made her think bitterly of Papa, who
didn't even provide them with a decent home.*
Inadequate Clothing;
"It's a bare fact, Mom, but I'm getting awful close to
the sidewalk." He pulled the shoe off and stuck a finger
through the hole, wiggling it at Patsy. "Snake. S-s-s-s-s."
Patsy jumped back. Mama looked at the shoe andsighd.2
Inadequate Diet:
By the time the children were washed, Mama was giving
the last few stirs to the corn-meal mush and silently intoning,
as she did every “ , please God, it will be eggs
for my children
Lack of Luxuries:
"You were right," he told her. "We can't depend on
Papa for anything."
Nina made wordless sounds of disgust and anger at Papa's
refusal.
"Not for anything," Francis repeated. "Fifty dollars a
weekl Mama could have a full-time maid; you could go to
college without having to work, too; and Patsy could get a piano--
I could have done all that."^
Part-time Job:
"Why don't you stay home and work for your family the
way other fathers do, eat what we eat and wear what we wear...
What did we eat before Francis and 1 started to work? Soup
made out of oatmeal and water with a bone, perhaps, if we
were lucky."5









The shack was not much to look at either for itself or for
its furnishings. The sides were rough, unfinished boards.
Every crack and seam and knothole was there in plain view. It
was exactly like the inside of a chicken coop, and not much
larger.1
Inadequate Diet:
"You better calm down and eat your breakfast or we won't
get around in time to go with your father," Mrs. Larkin warned
her, and Janey finally paused at the table long enough to eat
her portion of fried salt pork and com bread.2
Inadequate Clothing:
By the time Mrs. Larkin returned, Janey had finished her
bath and was ready to step into clean clothes. There could be
no question as to which dress she should wear, for she had just
one and kept it for special occasions.3
Other Deprivations:
It didn't seem strange to hear that she should be using the
Bible as a textbook. It was almost the only textbook Janey had
ever known. Following the harvests from place to place had left
her little time for schooling, even in the camp schools, provided
for the use of children like her.4
Knock at the Door. Emmy
Inadequate Housing:
Even Ma chirked up
She washed a few things
impossible to keep neat
after day in a truck.3
a little in the cool high altitude,
and tidied the tent. It was almost
when you were jogging along day




^Florence C. Means, Knock at the Door. Emmy (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1956), p. 29.
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Inadequate Clothing:
The three of them waited in the shade of a tree, Emmy
feeling conspicious, especially when Abbie Allen floated out
with other members of the choir, Emmy thought miserably that
her own skirt and blouse were clumsy in comparison with the
blown-glass delicacy of Abbie's dress.1
Lack of Luxuries:
When Phil ushered her into its enveloping smells of
cleanness and lilac and food, she tried to look every way at
once without seeming to, her heart thudding with excitement.
The house had not the glitter of wood surfaces she had observed
at the Allens'' on that memorable day. It had big, comfortable¬
looking chairs, and bookcases, and magazines on the table, and
lilacs in a bowl on the piano. Looking at it Emmy ached with
longing, it was so different from a home in a tent and a truck.2
Part-time Job:
People had always been inclined to buy from Emmy. Pa
had put her to peddling when she was six or seven. Then, she
thought, people bought because her bright eyes were wide and
appealing under the tousle of black curls. Dirty! Unkempt!-3
Other Deprivations:
Emmy had long hated the confusion, and the gritty feeling of
the quilts and their stale smell over her at night, but never
so sharply as now, after being in the parsonage and in the Carter
house. If Ma had ever lived like that, anywhere near like that,
how could she put up with this?**
Pancakes--Paris
Mow that evening had settled, it was chilly and damp.
The walls sweated. Water ran down, forming little streams all
around the room. It was like that everywhere--houses that had
not been heated for five years dripped water in dirty streaks










He took his books out of his schoolbag to make it
lighter. He washed his wooden shoes. He shook all the dust
off his threadbard coat, pushed his beret basoue onto his
carefully combed hair, and then he went off.1
Inadequate Diet:
'•Sister, you said something there," cut in Jules. "I'll
tell you. Lent starts on the first of January and ends on
December 31. That's Lent. Ever since I can remember.2
Other Deprivations:
"I saved a little warm water for you to wash. Take off




"If you didn't-both need shoes--and Johanna will have to
have a new coat; the old one is too thin and threadbard to last
through another winter," she commented a minute later as she
smoothed the edges of the patch to make it less noticeable on the
sleeve of the blouse. "I wish you could have a collie, goodness
knows since you both have your hearts so set upon it. But what
with the way the cost of groceries keep going up and up, it is
a problem to make ends meet."**
Lack of Luxuries:
It would be fun on Saturday to see the picture, the more so as
it was a romance about pioneers in covered wagons, with the heroine
riding a spirited piebald bronco, but there was no use wishing.
Johanna could not afford to be always squandering money on picture




^*Helen F. Daringer, Like
& Co., 1955), p. 53.
5Ibid., p. 31.
a Ladv (New York: Harcourt, Brace
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Part-time Job:
"I'm looking for work," Johanna announced, pinning the dog
fast with her arm to prevent him from putting his dusty feet in
her lap. "I need to earn money. You haven't any bills waiting
to be made out, Mr. Cobbett, I suppose? Or apples to sort? I'd
be willing to do most anything."*
TABLE 3
THE TREATMENT OF PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC DIFFERENCES





















Inadequate housing XXX XXX XXXX XXXX XXX —
Inadequate
clothing XX XXX XXX XXX XX XXX
Inadequate diet — XXXX XX ---- XXXX —
Lack of luxuries XXXX XX — XXX — XXX
Part-time job XX XXX — XXX -- XXXX
Other
deprivations XXX «■ * o» XXX XXXX XXX XXX
Key: Excellent XXXX Good XXX Fair XX Poor X Not treated ---
Other Deprivations:
As Johanna's words began to take effect, she began to enjoy
scolding herself. "What if Victoria does have a weekly allowance
to spend as she pleases and you don't?" she continued, striking
a scornful note. "What if she and Amy have heaps of new clothes
and you don't? It doesn't help them get their lessons, does it,




Problems of Adjustment to New
Places and Situations
Books treated in this section were ones dealing with problems
of adjustment to new places and situations. Each title was examined for
problems of: migration, a new comer, a new way of life, sudden handicaps,
language barrier and social customs* (see Table 4, p. 48).
Ride Out the Storm
New Way of Life:
Miss Carey looked at her and smiled, as she rose from the
desk and gathered up her things. "I think you are a very brave
girl, Lisbeth," she said, "coming from a different life, which
you must love very much--to such a ... well, to such a confining
one as this. Do you find it awfully difficult?"
Lisbeth tried to answer the question without betraying her
critical feelings toward the girls. "I get a little rattled
sometimes," she admitted. "I ... I would like to have a room
by myself."*
Social Customs:
"It doesn't matter what they do," Dad declared from behind
what remained of the roast. "Be what you are and never run with
the crowd. You're not a sheep." He turned to Robbie. "Sister's
going out to have a look at the world. She'll begin with this
school. Later on she can travel if she wants to."
Then mother explained. " 'Do as the Romans do' is just a
phrase, Lisbeth." It means that when one goes to a strange
place, its best to watch people and act in accordance with
their customs."
"Even if you don't like their customs?"^
Knock at the Door. Emmy
Migration:
The Lanes had always shuttled back and forth across the
western half of the country, in a succession of old pickup
trucks. When Pa took a notion, they stopped and worked in the
crops, especially in the sugar beets in Colorado or the citrus
fruits in California.3
*Bell, op. cit.. pp. 136-137
2Ibid.. p. 38.
3
Means, op. cit.. pp. 3-4.
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Language Barrier:
Refugio chattered insouciantly, an occasional Spanish word
erupting from her slangy English. "You'll sure be surprise,
Emmy. Won't she be knock' for a loop, Andres? Miss Kay and
her amiga. they ask for this old empty garage. Hadn't been
used for years, so the foreman say, 'Ciertamente. okay, go as
far as they want'."1
Social Customs:
Emmy could hardly see the table at first, because Phil
was pulling back her chair and she had no idea what she was
supposed to do about it.
Mr. Carter filled in the awkward moment, speaking with
mock severity. "Papa, will you ever learn modem manners from
your son? I like to be put in, too."
Closely watching, Emmy imitated Mrs. Carter, even to the
little hitching lift she gave herself as the chair slid forward.2
Carol from the Country
Migration:
Moving's no fun on any day, Carol thought angrily. Not
when you move out of a nice big house and away from all your
friends. I'd never invite the girls to a place like this.
Newcomer:
Frank looked pleased. "You see," he said, talking
slowly, as if he were searching for just the right words, "I,
too, come from far away. I know someone feels lonesome in a
new place. Dad, you come across the ocean to get here?"^
New Way of Life:
Carol remembered how serious Mother had looked one day last
month when she told Carol and the twins the bad news. Daddy must
sell his shoe store and they would all have to move to New York,








•'This is very hard on your father," Mother had said. "It's
harder on him than on you, because he wanted you three children
to have everything in the world. Help him all you can, won't
you?** 1
Language Barrier:
Maria was explaining that Frank was quiet because he was not
sure of his English. "He and his mama and papa live with us
right next door, and his papa helps ray papa in the shoe repair
shop downstairs." Maria paused to catch her breath. Maybe
Frank did not like to talk but Maria certainly did.2
A Dream of Her Own
Newcomer:
Robin said, and her voice sounded too nervously anxious,
"1 don't want anybody to feel I have to be looked after."
"I'm sure you can take care of yourself," Emmy said, with
a pointed look at Mark. "We've all been curious to meet you.
Mark says you're going to have a party right away. I think
that's so sensible of you. Much better than waiting 'til
you've got to know everyone."
Robin winced. Emmy thought she intended to force herself
into the social life of the Cresent.^
New Way of Life:
She didn't want it to be. Not the Robin who was to
precede Nora down the aisle of St. Martin's Church.
She heard the ticking of the clock on the mantle. It
went too fast.
Nothing could stay time, or alter the fact that this was
the last day everything would be as it had always been; with
her mother and herself and her grandparents happy together, and
no Steve Banner to disrupt their lives.*
Skid
Newcomer:
... When he glanced back, after they had passed some boys
1Ibid., p. 22.
2Ibid., p. 41.




about his age, he saw they had stopped still in the street,
and were huddled together, staring after him as though he was a
real lion. He looked down at his sweater. Maybe they were
only curious about the word "Captain: on his sweater. Still
he didn't like being stared at by strangers.
New Way of Life:
It seemed to Skid that for the next few days the hours
just flew, like swallows before a storm. He had hardly begun
to break in his captain sweater when his parents started talking
about moving north ... FunnyI A fellow could live all his life
and nothing ever happen to him. Then suddenly everything dropped
into his lap at once.2
Language Barrier:
He noticed that the boys and girls in this school pronounced
their words differently from the way they talked where he came
from. Here they seemed to hold onto their "R's" so hard. He
supposed his way of talking would sound queer to them, but he
was sure his was the right way. And besides he could never get
used to saying "Tell her-r-r-r," as the teachers did.
Social Customs:
Alice was the first to buy tickets at the bus station.
When the bus finally backed into place, a scattered few got in.
Skid started for the back. Then he remembered, and took a seat
near the door so he could see the highway. It seemed funny not
to have to sit on the back seats any more.^
The Wonderful Year
Newcomer:
School was daily torture. All the kids knew each other.
Ellen was the only stranger. The girls all dressed alike. Ellen
alone was different. The girls all had secrets. Ellen heard them
whispering to each other and felt the nerve-tingling conviction
that they were talking about her. They were making fun of her,
of course.




^Nancy Barnes, The Wonderful Year (New York: Messner, 1946), p. 161.
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New Way of Life:
"We'll be living on land where no man ever lived before,
Jo", Dad said. "Except maybe Indians. Right at the upper end
of our place the foothills begin. There won't be a soul for
miles. We'll build a little house--nothing fancy. An overseer
can live in it when we've left. We'll ship out apple trees and
plant them..."
"No!" Ellen cried out. She had not meant to. The word was
forced out in spite of her. Dad turned and looked at her and,
when he saw her anxious face, he said, "Why Daught, what is it?"
and reached out a long hand for her.
"We can't," Ellen said tightly. "We can't leave Billy and
Bobby and all our things..."!
Sudden Handicaps:
"....And it will be so good for Dad's neck."
This puzzling statement was totally clear to Ellen. Dad
had read too much law, too late at night, and had worried about
too many clients, 'til now the back of his neck ached all the
time.
The doctor said that only working outdoors and relaxing
would cure him.2
Language Barrier:
The men want out to look over the orchard. Ronald hesitated
at the door and smiled back at Ellen. "Coming?" he said. But she
shook her head mutely. She was not going to be embarrassed again








THE TREATMENT OF PROBLEMS OF ADJUSTMENT TO NEW
PLACES AND SITUATIONS IN A SELECTED NUMBER



















Migration — XXXX XX — — —
Newcomer — — XXX XXX XXXX XXX
New way of life XXXX — XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
Sudden handicap — — — — — XX
Language barrier — XX XX — XX XX
Social customs XXX XXX — — XX —
Key: Excellent XXXX Good XXX Fair XX Poor X Not treated---
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
Twenty-one books were read and analyzed in this study to represent
four of the most prevalent kinds of adolescent emotional problems. These
were: problems of family life, problems of acceptance and rejection,
problems of economic differences, and problems of adjustment to new
places and situations. Some books were used to represent two kinds of
problems treated here.
The problems of parental criticism and broken homes were found in
five of the 21 books. These are the two major problems occurring in the
family causing adolescents to feel unloved and neglected. Much of the
parental criticism found in the examined titles was a result of a lack
of understanding between the parents and children or impatience on the
part of parents. Broken homes were the result of the death of one parent
in four of the examined books and divorce was evident in one book. The
living parent was usually too busy providing for the family to give the
desired love and attention, thus giving the adolescent characters a feeling
of neglect.
The problem of parents was evident in four books. They showed
that the problem stemmed from conflicting ideas between parents and
children. Other relatives were treated in three books. These were
grandparents and cousins who had moved into a family and the adolescent
characters felt that they were alleviating them of attention and some
pleasures. In one book, a family had to move in with a grandfather who
had a dictatorial attitude.
Parental pressure and siblings were treated in two books. The
problem of parental pressure caused great frustrations within the characters
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because of the force upon them to accept attitudes contrary to
their own. The problem of siblings was usually minor and only occurred
when siblings felt that they were in competition with each other for
parental approval. Being ashamed of home and quarreling parents were
found in only one book.
All of the books examined for the treatment of the problems of
family revealed that the problems were the result of the character
feeling unloved, neglected or being different from others because of
something that occurred within the family. Most of the problems were
given good treatment within the related books.
The problems of acceptance and rejection revealed that the lack of
friends was found in six of the 21 books examined. These problems are
very prevalent because the average adolescent feels at one time or another
that he does not belong. Social inequality was found in five books
revealing that the characters became aware that all people are not accepted
for certain social pleasures. Intolerance was found in four books which
treated the problem from the point of view that the main character always
experienced intolerance from others because of their racial and social
backgrounds. Personal appearance and withdrawal were found in three books,
revealing that the characters felt that they were not accepted by certain
groups because their personal appearance was not what it should be and
withdrawal was usually a means of not getting hurt. The character with¬
drawing was usually rebellious toward his peers.
Racial prejudices were treated in three books also. These dealt
with dfaeviminationagainst Negroes in newly integrated schools, thus giving
an adequate portrayal of one of our most prevelant emotional problems
among adolescents at this time. Social adjustment was treated in two books,
depicting how the characters were striving to make the proper adjustments
to fit into their desired groups. All of the books examined for the
problems of acceptance and rejection illustrated that the characters
were seeking to be accepted by their peers. All the examined titles for
the problems of acceptance and rejection treated at least three of these
problems.
The treatment of the problems of economic difference revealed
that all six books treated inadequate clothing. This problem does not
concern the amount of clothes one may have but the adequacy of the clothes,
such as not having a coat for winter, wearing shoe with worn out soles
and wearing discarded clothing of other people. Inadequate housing and
other deprivations were treated in five books. The lack of luxuries and
part-time job problems were concerned with adolescents who had jobs to
help support their families. Inadequate diets were treated in three books.
All of the problems of economic differences that were brought out
in this study were the result of low incomes within families, making it
impossible for them to have many of the material things common to most
people in our society. Each book used for these problems treated at
least four of the six economic problems.
The treatment of the problems of adjustment to new places and
situations revealed that the problem of new ways of life is treated in five
books. The prevailing idea is that this problem can be solved by having
the courage and ability to find friends and give friendship in new
situations.
The problems of newcomers and language barriers were treated in
four books. A newcomer may pronounce or speak the English language
differently from the people in a new place or he may be a foreigner and
speak a different language. Social customs are treated in three books,
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migration is treated in two books and sudden handicaps are treated in
only one book.
All of the problems of adjustment to new places and situations
stem from having to move from one place to another except the problem of
sudden handicaps. Each book represented certain changes in the characters
as they moved from one locale to another--a change in the way of doing
things, their values, their feelings or their relationship to other
people.
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